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When evil forces awaken in the darkness, the world needs a team of heroes… But when these heroes are a ragtag bunch of
unskilled jerks, only the healer can save the da 5d3b920ae0
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This is a fantastic gem of an RPG. The graphics may be lite but the gameplay doesn't skimp in the slightest. Challenging puzzle
boss fights, a hoard of items and spell upgrades, intense healer action in real time, party members that insult you for how bad
you are, honest to reality internet trolls, the game has everything you need to simulate time playing an MMO healer. You'll get
hooked on it quickly and experiment with various combinations of abilities, learning over time as healers usually do the right
balance between mana efficiency, party buffs, recovery, and overhealing. If you are a fan of traditional RPGs then you should
like this game as well. It has all the elements of a traditional, albeit real time, fantasy RPG including special attacks, health
management, dungeons, and unique boss mechanics. Mix in some comedy and the most dangerous inns in any world and you'll
be sure to have a good time healing this thankless party of noobs.. The game was short and funny. And every bit as frustrating as
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healing should be. Buy it on sale.. Well the humor is there but it is always the same dent the axe falls into and it gets boring quite
fast. The game itself is also not very interesting. There are many better RPGs on the market. And this one took like 2 hours
before starting to bore me. Not enough for 15 Euro.. If you you like to play as a healer in RPG, then this game is for you.. The
game was short and funny. And every bit as frustrating as healing should be. Buy it on sale.. THIS REVIEW IS MY OWN
UNBIASED OPINION - I was not compensated or rewarded for this review in any way. Let me start off by saying I LOVE
healing/supporting in multiplayer or RPG games. It's my favorite thing to do. I am/was a support/healer main in Heroes of the
Storm, Overwatch, League of Legends, World of Warcraft, and Elder Scrolls Online, just to name a few. The game starts off
with you as the healer (see title), 2-3 spells, and some basic character customization. You quickly play through the "tutorial" and
gather up your party members, who have a distinct and comedic under-appreciation for healers. Gameplay is essentially divided
into 3 parts: 1) Adventuring through the overworld to find shops, inns, dungeons, and loot chests, along with random enemy
encounters. 2) Exploring dungeons found in the overworld which generates another sort of overworld with loot, enemies, and
encounters. 3) Combat: This is probably the most in-depth part. You have a small party of heroes (?) that automatically fight for
the most part, and your role is the healer. You cast spells and buffs to help out your teammates and ensure their survival and
victory in fights. Spell variety is fairly unique and you unlock them as you level up, with several different ways you can play the
healer. If shields are your thing, you can do it, if you want heals over time, you can do that too, or if you want to play a burst
healer that's available as well. Each spell has multiple upgrades (active and passive) that you can apply to them as well as you
grow stronger. There's also some basic RPG-type equipment; as battles progress you can get weapons for each of the heroes (not
you), rings for those heroes, and bracelets for the healer. All of these have different effects on the characters. Each NPC hero
also has a super ability that can be activated during combat to gain an edge. The graphics/art are not impressive, but they get the
job done. The music/sound effects are fine. Interactions between characters are sort of tongue-in-cheek humor; some of them
are funny, others a bit lame, but you can tell a good amount of effort was put in to make the game humorous and not cringey. I
haven't found any bugs or errors so far. I HIGHLY recommend this game if you need to satisfy your craving to heal/support
others. If they had a AAA version of this game from a major developer with fancy graphics and music I'd easily pay $60 for it,
but this definitely gets the job done. It's very enjoyable and I'll definitely be playing more. I would love a sequel to this game..
Charming, funny and clever, with a surprisingly deep skilltree, in an otherwise simple on the surface game.. Grreat fun little
game, funny and charming and quite a challenge.. A very amusing game. Challenging enough to make it interesting. I've nearly
made it all the way through. Still have to go back and beat a boss. Definitely recommend.
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